on investigation of laser beams, theory of lasers, nonlinear optics and applied spectroscopy combine with execution of lab works on IBM PC-AT---286 compatible computers. Introduction of the developed technique into curricula of optical educational institutions will provide to intensify the educational process with increasing of the part of original work of students and also to realize as individual principle of education so as to train groups of students (3-4 persons) as prototype of future teams of scientists.
In the paper the perspectives of international co-operation in the field of teaching of general and special optical courses based on expirience of leading optical educational institutions are also considered.
INTRODUCTION
There are two types of laser courses in the curricula of Universities or optical Institutes:
-laser course for students will be specialists in lasers and laser optics and -laser course as a special course for students who are laser optics and -laser course as a special course for students who are specialized in general optics. We think that each course on lasers may be divided in three main parts: (1) theoretical education, (2) training using a computer and (3) experimental work. Fundamentals of the first one which are common for all forms of training in lasers to our mind are the following:
-laser physics, -laser optics, -nonlinear optics.
We offer also to build the second and third parts on a modular principle, which allows to create easily a laser course for any type of high school. Using this approach one can create a course for training in lasers choosing some chapters from the theoretical part and expanding them by some computer and experimental lab works.
We've developed all above-listed parts of a laser course on the base of the Computer Complex of Teaching Tools and Module Training Lab.
.

COMPUTER COMPLEX OF TEACHING TOOLS
The computer complex consists of the following tools.
The computer textbook is a ramifide system of information supply for students. 
CONCLUSION
Last years the optics as a chapter of science and technics determines trends and temps of technical progress of developed industrial countries. It leads from the one side to increasing of demand of high-skilled optical specialists and from the another one the broadening of the role of optics in the real life causes the sharp differentiation of training levels on various specializations in universities and optical institutions. In this situation separated department neither maybe an university can't provide training of specialists on all specializations of modern optics.
The new technology of teaching laser courses developed in St.Petersburg Institute for Fine Mechanics and Optics based on combination of theoretical, practical and computer training can be prototype for developing of curricula and programs of the optical courses as a whole. Advantages of the technology are: teams of scientists. For these groups the technology allows to intensify training process by separating of general questions of courses for individual study using computer and technical teaching tools and to train instead of them special questions. 
